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Introduction: What is this paper about?

One of the frequently issued demands is that people – especially the elite – “listen to the 

demands” of what is being staid by “the people”, in this research paper I have done so for more 

then 20 hours. I have transcribed two rallies and I have listened to most if not all rallies organized 

by ‘Wir sind Deutschland’ (WsD). 

Germany has seen a variety of large protests in recent years. Such as the protests against 

the redevelopment of the Stuttgart main railway station (“Protest gegen Stuttgart 21,” 2016), the 

so called ‘Demo für alle’  also in Stuttgart and PEGIDA in Dresden.  1

PEGIDA started at the 19th December 2014 in Dresden, a series of political demonstra-

tions in Dresden every Monday that was attended by up to 20.000 people and soon gained 

(inter)national notoriety. Expansion onto other German cities was however only modestly suc-

cessful. PEGIDA as a phenomenon has been well studied by social scientist and several books 

have appeared about them already. (See Geiges, Marg, & Walter, 2015  and Vorländer, Herold, & 

Schäller, 2015). 

A phenomenon similar in style in s smaller city also in Saxony is 'Wir sind Deutschland', 

as far as I know there have not been any studies done about them, so far. So this paper is trying to 

shed some light on this movement. Due to the distance and the required limitation of a research 

paper, it can only be one attempt to look at some issues. I have therefore chosen to analyze the 

second and the eighth rally. The second one, as this is the earliest one, for which material is avail-

able and the eight as this was the one with the most attendance.  2

I will first give an introduction on ‘Wir sind Deutschland’, then try to give an short over-

view on the city of Plauen, where it takes place, then sketch out how the event takes place, then I 

will  analyze what concepts of nation are prevalent and why populism plays an important role. 

The paper ends with a summary and a attempt to place it into larger circumstances. Attached you 

will find a transcript and rough english translation of the two events and additional material.  

 engl. ‘Demonstration for Everyone1

 the organizers post videos to their rallies on their website: http://www.wirsinddeutschland-plauen.de/2

HTMLSites-21-Videos.aspx 
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Where does it take place?

Plauen is s city with 64.077 inhabitants in the south west of the German state of Saxony. It 

was a district free city until 2008 when it was integrated into the Vogtlandkreis  and became the 3

seat of the district administration. The Vogtlandkreis itself has a population of 232.390 people. 

Plauen reached its peak population in 1912 with over 129.000 people. After the Soviet 

occupation, founding of the German Democratic Republic and Reunification again, the popula-

tion declined and continues to do so. At the same time the population is aging. Which is nothing 

unusual for an East German town of this size (“Plauen” 2016). 

In February 2016 the unemployment rate for the Employment agency area – which is not 

the same as the Vogtlandkreis, was 8,1% (Bundesagentur für Arbeit, 2016). 

In February 2016 2.558 asylums seekers where registered in the Vogtlandkreis. Of these 

were 123 unaccompanied minors. In Plauen itself 592 lived in two refugee centers and 1.162 Per-

sons in 291 apartments distributed throughout the city. Including the newly arrived asylum seek-

ers, less then 2% of the population was not of German citizenship (Landratsamt Vogtlandkreis, 

2016). This is lower then the average for Saxony which is 3% and for all of Germany which is 

9,3% (Statistisches Landesamt des Freistaates Sachsen, 2016). 

At the elections for the city council of Plauen in 2014 4,6% of voters voted for National 

Democratic Party of Germany (NPD)  (Statistisches Landesamt Sachsen, 2014), at the elections 4

for district Council  in 2014 3,6% in the Vogtlandkreis voted for NPD and 6,2% for Alternative 5

for Germany  (AfD). (Statistisches Landesamt des Freistaates Sachsen, 2014) At the European 6

Elections which took place at the same date the AfD gained 10,4% of the vote and the NPD 3,4%.  

(Statistisches Landesamt des Freistaates Sachsen, 2014) At the last German Federal Elections 

2013, the federal seat 166 that encompasses the Vogtlandkreis AfD gained 6,6% and NPD 3,2% 

of the secondary votes. (“Bundestagswahlkreis Vogtlandkreis,” 2014) The respective amount of 

votes for these two either right wing parties was always higher than the national average. 

Plauen has 862 Euros debt per head (Statistikstelle der Stadtverwaltung Plauen Plauen, 

2015). The average German debt per head for municipalities is 1857 Euros (statista.de, 2015).  

 in English: District of Vogtland3

 German: Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands 4

 German: Kreistag5

 German: Alternative für Deutschland6
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Wikipedia states that about 12% of the population is member of the Protestant-Lutheran 

church of Saxony, about 2500 catholics belong to the local catholic parish. There is a muslim 

prayer room which is the only one in the Vogtlandkreis. A synagogue does not exists. Besides 

these exist a variety of other non-state-protestant churches (“Plauen,” 2016). It is however diffi-

cult to obtain data. But membership is much smaller than in the German average. In 2008 39,3 % 

were not member of any church in all of Germany (Eicken & Schmitz-Veltin, 2010). 

There are two newspapers covering the city daily: Freie Presse and the Vogtland-

Anzeiger. There are also several weekly papers and of course the usual national and regional pa-

pers and electronic media.  

What is: Wir sind Deutschland?

Wir sind Deutschland is a more or less biweekly protest meting on the central square in 

the German city of Plauen. It is organized by a group with the same name that is also a registered 

association with a own legal identity. It’s Board, as listed on their website are Michael Oheim and 

Tilo Eckardt (“Wir sind Deutschland - Impressum,”). Media reports claim that the organizer see 

themselves as an alternative to the PEGIDA movement in Dresden and wish to expand their 

movement towards other German cities (“Protestbewegung «Wir sind Deutschland» will sich 

ausdehnen” 2015;  and “Wir sind Deutschland” - ZDF Mediathek, 2015) 

Media report that there are four primary organizers:  

• Michael Oheim, a local steak house owner, 41 years of age, member of the board of the ‘Wir 

sind Deutschland’ (Manuela Müller, 2015). 

• Tilo Eckardt, is a local man who works as CAD programmer, also a member of the board of 

WsD (Manuela Müller, 2015). 

• Gunnar Gemeinhardt, who works as person who supervises construction. 52 years of age and 

ran in 2015 for the office of district head (Landrat), in that election he was endorsed by the 

local Social Democrats (SPD) and the AfD. He is on the internet not listed as member of the 

board. (linksunten.indymedia.org, 2015) 

• Also on stage and in several media reports you may see the wife of Michael Oheim, Michaela 

Oheim (Manuela Müller, 2015). 

From the beginning the organizers emphasized that they are not a local branch of the 

PEGIDA movement, but something different. As they wished „not to be placed into a corner“ and 
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Oheim is quoted in the same article: „We try not to rage against everything. We want to find solu-

tion week by week.“ (Manuela Müller, 2015). 

What about the name?

The organization calls itself: „We are Germany – only together we are strong“  As a 7

tagline on their posters they use the expression: „Not totally right – not totally left, not totally a 

goodman, not totally mob“ . Already here we can find an instance of populism and primordial8 -

ism, concepts I will explain later. 

Let us first have a look at the name of this group. In 2005 there was a government backed 

but largely privately financed media campaign called „Du bist Deutschland“. That aimed to im-

prove the self confidence or national feeling and optimistic outlook of Germans. It reached ac-

cording to its own estimates 98% of the population. A variety of media personalities and celebri-

ties were enlisted in the cause (“Du bist Deutschland,” 2016). The aim and scope of the campaign 

were controversial at the time (see Harald Neuber, 2005) because the expression was used by the 

Nazis as well (Daniel Haas, Friederike Freiburg, 2005). 

Initially 'Wir sind Deutschland' called themselves 'Du bist Deutschland'  but switched to 9

the we form after the first rally.  

Another source for the „Wir sind Deutschland“ might be the slogan used at the Monday 

protests in East Germany: „Wir sind das Volk“ . Which itself has a long story dating back to the 10

19th century. It is also called out at the PEGIDA rallies and anti asylums seeker protests (“Wir 

sind das Volk,” 2016). Claiming ‘we are the people’ always implies that others are not ‘the peo-

ple’ a classical motive of the populist moral representation of the people (Müller, 2016). 

The tag line is loaded with meaning as well, especially the last two expressions „Gutmen-

sch“  and „Pack“ :  11 12

 in German: “Wir sind Deutschland - nur gemeinsam sind wir stark” - For example as header on its website: http://7

www.wirsinddeutschland-plauen.de 

 in German: “Nicht ganz rechts - nicht ganz links - nicht ganz Gutmensch - nicht ganz Pack” - For images of the 8

poster see for example the 3rd picture gallery on their website: http://www.wirsinddeutschland-plauen.de/HTML-
Sites.aspx?Id=3

 in Englisch: “You are Germany” 9

 in English: “We are the pople”10

 in English: “Good man” or “do gooder”11

 in English: “vermin” or “mob”12
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 Mob was used by the deputy chancellor and head of the Social Democratic Party (SPD), 

Sigmar Gabriel, to describe people rallying and protesting against planned asylum seeker housing 

in the Saxon city of Heidenau on the 24th of August 2015. This caused angry comments by a 

range of people. (Florian Gathmann, 2015) 

‘Gutmensch’ has a far longer meaning. It was declared the „unword“ of the German lan-

guage by the society for the German language in 2015 because:  

„With the accusation of Good man, or Good citizen or Good humanism, tolerance 

and the helpfulness are being defamed in general as naive, dumb and unworldly as 

a helper syndrome or as moral imperialism“. (Spiegel Online, 2016) 

There is a long discussion about this expression, but to summarize it, its an expression 

usually used by people on the right of the political spectrum to accuse people on the left of naive 

or even morally dogmatic, missionary actions. This accusation is often in relation to the alleged 

use of 'political correct' speech. (“Gutmensch,” 2016) 

So even in this slogan there is a rhetorical attempt to draw borders, one against the far 

right and the angry mob and then on the other side of the political spectrum against naive and 

dumb, well meaning but actually dangerous left wing people. The organizer want to give a feel-

ing as being on the center ground. Similar is expressed in the speeches, for example on the 8th 

rally (see for example line 235 in the transcript) 

They have copied aspects of their protest from PEGIDA: Not labeling their protest a ral-

ly , a variety of speeches by different speakers, inviting guests, chanting slogans etc...  13

They also try to draw a clear line. Either in Interviews with the press in which they em-

phasize to be a constructive group but also by prohibiting flags or signs from their rallies – at 

least in the beginning. (Mädler, 2015)   

Notable differences would be holding the protests on a Sunday instead of Monday and the 

readiness of the organizers to engage in a dialogue and talking with the media. Notably WsD par-

ticipated in a dialog forum in the city of Plauen - so called Plainer Gespräche hosted by the state 

agency for political education and organizes its own „dialogue“ called Spitzengespräche. 

There has so far not been any study done about the attendance of the event, e.g. we do not 

know who goes to these events, what social, political background these people have and there 

 Pegida calls their demonstrations “Spaziergang” in english “walk”13
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they are from. During the research for this paper I asked locals but the answers provided were not 

conclusive. (Uwe Selbmann, 2016). 

What happens at the protests?

In general the protests work like this: Michael Oheim opens the protest and welcomes the 

audience, then he reads out the rules of the protests (no flags, no dogs, glass bottles and so on, in 

general quite usual regulations that Germans municipalities give for such events). Then he reads 

out a pro forma declaration that the opinions presented are not necessarily those of the organizers.   

(see both transcripts) Which is an interesting contradiction as the media reports that claim that the 

organizers select who is allowed to speak and demand a copy of the planned speech in advance, 

to check for “populism” (Personal communication of one organizer with the author, April 2016). 

Some speakers however seem to speak without any notes or come to the stage spontaneously.  

After a short introduction the moderator, in some rallies Tilo Eckardt in others Gunnar 

Gemeinhardt, appears who introduces the speakers and gives short announcements. Then themat-

ic speakers appear, each time announced and thanked by the moderator, who also finish the event 

by thanking the people present. The camera is rather static and focusses only on the speakers, the 

reaction of the crowed and the attendance cannot be gauged from the videos. Sound and picture 

quality are fairly ok. In total the event lasts between 45 min and about 1 hour and 15 minutes.  

Attendance varies between up to 7000 people and 250. However the numbers are either 

based on estimates of the police or numbers the organizers give themselves. (Uwe Selbmann, 

2015). For some time a NGO counted the attendance from press fotos and at counted between 

2500 – 4200 people attending (see for example the data provided by crowd counting in: Stephan 

Poppe, 2016). 

During the research for this paper I also called a variety of journalists and other people 

working at political parties in Plauen. Those mentioned that the nature and form of the events 

evolved thorough out their duration. (Personal Communication).  

For a complete list of protests see the Annex. 

I contacted the organizers and asked for a list of the speakers, but those were not able to 

provide me with this list for private reasons. So far the majority of speakers seem to be mostly 

local people across all age ranges from youth to senior citizen. Only a couple like Ken Jebsen, 

Rico Albrecht and others are people who could be called ‘political entrepreneurs’. (Schöbel, n.d.) 
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Which Methods did I use to analyze the speeches?

For the analysis of the speech I transcribed and translated the text into english. Then I an-

alyzed the content for instances of the described Nationalism and Populism.  The full text of the 

transcripts can be found in the annex. If it is quoted then with the line of the quote in the tran-

script and the last time stamp I noted before the quote. The translation and transcription is rather 

fast and rough, due to time limitations of this paper. 

I analyzed the second rally which lasted for about 45 minutes and the 8th rally which was 

the one with the most people in attendance and also the one with the most prominent speakers.  14

What Nationalism could I find?

For this paper I will use the definitions of Nationalism as presented in Umut Özkirimli, 

(2000) book “Theories of Nationalism” and the summary provided in the lectures. He notes there 

are basically three basic theories of what ‘the nation’ is and how they are made of: 

Primordialism - Even though there are three main strands of Primordialism, the core idea 

is that the idea of the Nation has existed since time immemorial, even though its characteristics 

have been submerged or not shown in the past. At the same time there was a golden age in past, 

in which the good characteristics of the nation were present and have gone into hibernation when 

they were suppressed by an external foe. (Özkirimli 2000, page 67 and Jutila 2006 PDF slides)  

Modernism - modernists challenge this and claim that the characteristics of most nations 

came to light after 1800. They claim to be ‘inventions’ of the industrial revolutions and thus a 

modern phenomenon. The industrial revolutions needed a mobile workforce, standardized educa-

tion and developed a mass army. Advances in communications technology and increased literary 

created a new national mass culture that was shared between national elites and masses (Jutila 

2006 PDF slides) Thus what we believe are character traits and invited traditions although they 

are transformed pre modern ethnic ties. (Also Özkirimli 2000, page 133) 

Ethno-Symbolism - Almost as synthesis born from the theoretical gaps in both Mod-

ernism and Primordialism is Ethno-Symbolism. On the one hand they acknowledge that ethnic 

communities existed before the age of nationalism but on the other hand they note that nations 

are not eternal, natural and unchanging. Nations are communities whose members share a lot like 

 For a closer look at the method see “Thematic analysis” in Bryman, (2012) pages 578 following14
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common myths, a mass public culture, a common economy, common legal rights and duties. 

(Özkirimli 2000, page 167 and Jutila 2006 PDF slides). 

So what of these three can we find in the speeches given at both WsD events? 

So much they don’t overtly speak about ‘the nation”, they also avoid this term as it is in 

German political discourse not used very much anymore, but use substitutes like ‘our land’, 

community or “our culture”. 

Motive of threat from the outside - ‘Our culture’ is threatened by immigration in two 

ways: Immigrants commit crimes and do not behave, but also through them destroying our cul-

ture, whereby how they destroy it is not made explicit. “Our culture is being hit with the feed and 

being pushed aside” (2nd meeting, line 110 in transcript, after 23:19 min).  

The lost golden age - “People you are again people with limited right, the financial and 

power demons want you as their servant, bank idiots, political failures, take your future bravery, 

you shall pay, you shall be dumb and they eat your courage” (2nd meeting, line 140 and follow-

ing, after 28:04 min). But also strongly in the 8th meeting (line 162 28:06): “We are the people of 

the poets and thinkers. A people that has reformed a religion (…) that is a people that has above 

all unified peacefully.” Fitting to this it is clearly stated that the current is far from the ‘golden 

age’ and  “it cannot go on like this anymore”, however the ‘it’ is never explicitly mentioned. 

There is no talk of what the it should be. (For example 2nd meeting lines 36 following 6:58) 

The characteristics of the Germans: Often they are inflected us and we, “All of us are 

going to hard work, so that we can afford something, me in the three shift system” (2nd meeting, 

line 94, around 21:00 min). Unlike the refugees who are not honest, hard working but lazy and 

criminal and undeserving of help but still get it unlike the truly deserving Germans.  

But indeed the most prominent theme in the speeches is the German Nation under a 

dual threat: From the outside by refugees, the forces of globalization such as Americans and 

their weapons on German soil and at the same time from an inner threat of large companies, capi-

talists and the false elite. (2nd meeting, line 15 around 2:00 min and  8th meeting line 455 around  

1:00:00) 

At the same time the nationalism exhibited is not an open ‘civic nationalism’ or ‘Verfas-

sungspatriotismus’ (Volker Kronenberg 2009) but a closed ‘ethnic nationalism’, that is not acces-

sible to foreigners. Nation seems to be here a ‘Schicksalsgemeinsschaft’, ac community of those 

having the same fate.  
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Again we find evidence that primordialism is the closest conceptualization of nation im-

plied in the speeches: If every human being belongs to one nation, and has to belong to one as 

primordialist suggest, then changing his nations is of course rather hard. Harder then in an ethno-

symbolist nation where we can simply introduce our common rites, rituals and myths to the new 

arrivals and thereby integrate them. 

We also see instances of so called group-focused enmity (Eva Groß, Andreas Zick, 

Daniela Krause, 2012) an integrative concepts the binds together social darwinism, discrimina-

tion, xenophobia and racism (Evident for example in 2nd  lines 177 and following, 33:31 min). 

Which again goes well with an ethnic concept of nation as opposed to a civic one. 

And as a final argument why I believe Primordialism is the strongest Nationalism pre-

sented in their speeches, let me make the turn around argument. While we find arguments for it, 

there is none that would support Modernism and none that would support Ethno-Symbolim.  

How is that Nationalism connected to Populism?

The Nationalism presented in the speeches of WsD is closely connected with populism. In 

my eyes it is impossible to study ‘the Nationalism’  here without at the same time studying the 

deeply interlinked populism at this event. Indeed when I look through the two transcripts I find 

more evidence for populist speech then for nationalist speech or more references to the “the peo-

ple” and concepts of elite and representation then of nation. 

I will use the definitions of Populism presented by Jan Werner Müller (2016) and Karin 

Priester (2012). Karin Priester notes that populism itself is a thin or weak ideology that always 

needs a strong ideology to lean on. In the case here Populism leans on Nationalism and group-

focused enmity. 

Priester goes on to describe the following phenomena to be often found in populist speech 

or movements: Anti-Elitism Anti-Intellectualism, Anti-Politics, Moralization, Polarisation, Per-

sonalization and Anti-Institutionalism. Müller explains that the core believe of populism is the 

moral representation of ‘the people’, thus not an empirical numerical one that happens through 

elections, but a moral representation of the true people by the populist. If this people do not fol-

low him they are divide or not the true people. Thus this ideology is anti-pluralist (Werner Müller, 

2016, locations 521, 583, 634). 
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Two themes are repeated nearly through all speeches: One the one hand the mentioned 

moral definition of ‘the people’ and the wish for the unity of the people. The people are divided, 

by the government or the media; but if they only stood together and thus if the nation only stood 

together, if there was no pluralism then the faith of the people would improve. We find this for 

example here: “…disdain the concerns of the people and they divide the nation….”(2nd meeting, 

line 149, 30:00) But also: in the 2nd meeting line 183 after 33:31, lines 198 after 36:00, lines 204 

following after 37:01. But of course there is hope, because “together we are strong” (2nd meet-

ing, line 210 38:00). So if we overcome this division of the people and thus the nation we can 

find salvation. 

Similar the motive of ‘the elite’ that divides the nation is similarly strong in the 8th meet-

ing: “one divided us in left and right, in old and young, in west and east, (…) Don’t get yourself 

divided anymore, keeps together.” (8th meeting, lines 122 - 128, after 20:24). The divider is here 

the elite, clearly mentioned “don’t let us be divided by an elitist elite” (8th meeting, line 456, has 

to be around 1:00:00).  

Often in populist movements the leaders are not ‘ordinary people’ but high (social) capital 

individuals. In the case of WsD we find as speakers a range of political entrepreneurs like Ken 

Jebsen but ‘ordinary’ people from Plauen are majority. We could thus paraphrase Lincoln’s Get-

tysburg adress and speak of a populism from (some) by the people for (some part of the) people. 

(“Gettysburg Address,” 2016)  

So if we come back to the title: What pictures of Germany do they paint? It is a nation and 

a people divide and exploited by the elite and large companies. It is a nation or a people under 

threat but also there is hope in the sense of this movement. It is also a bleak Germany in which 

‘the people’ suffer.  

Conclusions

As mentioned before the Nationalism in this instances is closely connected to populism. 

And those two seem to be fueled from a “Bank des Zorns”,  an expression invented by the Ger15 -

man Philosopher Peter Sloterdijk (2012). This anger is put on an historic account and accumulat-

ed and a return is achieved by the political operations of these “Zornbanken”  (Sloterdijk 2012, 16

pace 222). Thus we could see this movement as a temporary anger accumulation and situative 

 a bank of anger in english 15

 literally banks of anger16
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reproduction institution. However unlike in a political party or other durable institution this ac-

cumulation of anger is rather short and the return of investment, in this case reification is rather 

shallow. Because for a pure street protest movement it is difficult to achieve anything . The 17

‘refugee crisis’ seems to have been ended, at least in the sense that many refugees are arriving in 

Germany in the moment.  

But how do we explain this anger. Möller  in his study on the reasons of right wing sup18 -

port lists a variety of reasons: The events might also be explained with “relative Deprivation”. It 

might be also about securing privileges in the future (Moeller, 2015 page 42). But there are also 

reasons like doubts about the working of democracy, undermining of civic freedoms by those in 

power (Moeller, 2015 page 43). Other reasons may also be the speed of social change, demo-

graphic change where especially educated (young) people move away, a lack of experience in 

dealing with diversity and plurality; but also prevailing local discourses about law and order, 

availability of right wing propaganda and the reaction of local politicians to such events.  

The German sociologist Ulrich Beck might call these people “Globalisierungsbefürwor-

tungsgegner”  (Ulrich Beck, 2003) people who at the same time protest globalization but want a 19

different globalization. Possibly here reaping the economic benefits of globalization but not deal-

ing with the responsibilities and problems that are caused by it, such as refugees.  

Another question that I asked myself, is it right to label the organizers and protestors 

Nazis? Certainly not in the sense of the ideology of the German National Sozialistische Arbeiter-

partei (NSDAP). The NSDAP combined a redistributive economic program, welfare for Germans 

with an aggressive, militarist, imperialist foreign policy and anti-minority extinction policy, espe-

cially antisemitism. Antisemitism, but also militarism or military imperialism was not mentioned 

in the two events I looked closer at, indeed it was rather an isolationist pacifism (2nd meeting line 

51 following 12:04).  

However the organizers have to stand to the charge that they created a public platform in 

which right wing populist, ethnic nationalist and group-focused enmity speech has a central 

place. They facilitate this speech but also find a resonance body in the people who come to listen 

and cheer. One has to note that other speakers have appeared there who decidedly presented 

 They published leaflets with demands and read them out at their metings. For the demands see the transcript of the 17

2nd meeting for example. 

 Indeed Möller provides a very good summery of the current research on this topic. 18

 this compound word is untranslatable into english.19
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counter arguments but were a minority and booed out. So it is a self enforcing cycle and a phe-

nomena almost similar to a market with coproducers and prosumers. 

Vistas

Further research might be done in the life and eventual fade out of such movements. The 

similarities to markets and the conditions under which such movements thrive but also forgo. I 

might also call for a brave and ethically inspired action research that tries to intervene into such 

movements and inform the public about the concepts uttered and its implications. Thus the con-

tact with the local press who seems to be interested in the results of this paper should be seen in 

this context as civic or political education. 
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